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JAAI develops AI solutions and builds AI products. 

Our mission: Unlock Human Talent. 

We automate repetitive and time-consuming tasks by applying the latest AI technology in 
the real world. Our team consists of world-class specialists in language processing, 
computer vision, big data and robotics and experienced IT managers and software architects. 

Our focus is on developing scalable AI solutions that can be productized. When these
products have enough intitial traction we spin them out into separate companies and scale
them up with dedicated teams, strategic partners and investors.

Founded in 2017, profitable,
currently no investors

~ 5,5  MEUR group turnover
in 2022, ~ 2 MEUR group EBITDA

4 successful spin-offs,

Winner of the Bremer 
Gründungspreis 2020

500+ applicants per year, 
cherry-picking of top talents

Management team has 40+ years
of experience in tech and business

51 employees in total
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WE DELIVER EXCELLENCE  IN  APPLIED  AI

COMPUTER VISION
NATURAL LANGUAGE 

PROCESSING (NLP)

CONVERSATIONAL AI BIG DATA ANALYTICSDEEP LEARNING

ROBOTICS



AKTUELLE PROJEKTE
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Internationale Raumstation ISS
Anomalie-Detection & Solution

KI-Kalibrierung von 
medizinischen Spektrometern

Assistenzsystem für Straßenbahn
Retrofit-Lösung
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Solution Portfolio https://justadd.ai
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botario is the chatbot management platform for
Rasa, way better than the Rasa platform itself, and
also includes live (video) chat and telephone
modules. botario can be used to create intelligent 
virtual assistants, and to manage and optimize them
efficiently. botario is used at scale by 20+ public
health insurances, and clients like EWE, swb, CEWE 
Pfalzwerke, KVBW and Hermes Austria amongst
others.

botario GmbH // https://botario.com

Conversational AI Plattform
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CONVERSATIONAL AI,  NLP, VOICE

https://botario.com/
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SCOUTASTIC is the intelligent platform to plan and
manage all scouting activities in one place. Scouting
reports and performance data are analysed with AI 
and combined exclusively with the market values
and all player data from transfermarkt.de. Data from
other sources can be integrated, aggregated and
jointly evaluated. Clients include several Top Teams 
from the Premier League and the Bundesliga, 20 
clients in total.

SCOUTASTIC is a Joint-Venture with transfermarkt.

SCOUTASTIC GmbH // https://scoutastic.com

AI-based Sports Scouting
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https://scoutastic.com/
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With a combination of deep learning methods from
computer vision and NLP, the platform already
classifies the entire daily mail of 19 public health
insurance companies successfully into complex
category systems. lector.ai also extracts data points
such as insurance number, names, addresses, 
IBANs, etc. not only from structured but also from
semi-structured or unstructured documents and
further processes these with RPA. Additional clients
include large logistics, telecommunications , fintech
and industrial companies. 

lector.ai GmbH // https://lector.ai (founded in July 21)

Intelligent Document Management
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NLP, COMPUTER VISION, BIG DATA

https://lector.ai/
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Quantum Enabling Technology
Quantum Algorithms
Quantum Computing Software & Tools
Quantum Sensors
Educational Programs
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https://thinkreactor.com
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Regeln
vs.

Beispiele
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KI LERNT REGELN AUS (HISTORISCHEN) DATEN
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KI IN DER GESETZLICHEN KRANKENVERSICHERUNG
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•KI-Chatbot beantwortet automatisch 
+85% aller eingehenden Anfragen

•KI-Telefonbot nimmt außerhalb der 
Geschäftszeiten Rückrufwünsche auf 
und beantwortet einfache Fragen

•Die komplette unsortierte Tagespost 
wird mit KI automatisch sortiert 
(inkl. Emails)

•KI-Intensivauslesung von Anträgen, 
eingereichten Rechnungen etc. für RPA

•Krankenhausabrechnungen werden mit 
KI auf Unstimmigkeiten / Betrug 
überprüft

•Predictive Healthcare
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JUST ADD AI GMBH

KONSUL-SMIDT-STR. 8P
28217 BREMEN

INFO@JUSTADD.AI
+49 421 408879 0
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Roland.Becker@justadd.ai


